
 

view, the newsletter also aims to report the  

attendees’ reactions and experiences that 

resulted from the events they attended. 

Such reactions include stories and images 

that help visualize the ambience of each 

occasion.  

The Society of Hispanic Pro-

fessional Engineers organizes 

events for the chapter’s mem-

bers to socialize, grow as pro-

fessionals, and bond together 

forging lifelong relationships. 

 

This semester features a new e-

board and with it comes a fresh 

look at the way our society’s 

engineers socialize and open 

the doors to all aspects of a 

successful college student’s 

life. 

 

Under the leadership of Ariana 

Cubillan, the SHPE internal 

cabinet director, a number of 

events have been planned as 

well as opportunities to 

work with other organi-

zations to  provide op-

portunities to both un-

wind and network  pro-

fessionally. 

 

This issue of the newslet-

ter briefly describes the 

main events held by this 

chapter and it includes 

tailgates for football 

games, sports socials, 

mentoring and tutoring 

programs, and participa-

tion in the national con-

ference for the national 

society. In addition to the 

organizer’s point  of 
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Current Fall Semester at a Glance 

Once finals start approaching, the 

amount of events held by SHPE is 

carefully counted to ensure that 

members are able to manage their 

time properly. This newsletter 

focuses mostly on the first half of 

the fall semester. This does not 

mean SHPE UF stops its involve-

ment during the Holiday months. 

Future events not covered in this 

newsletter include more sports 

socials, a potluck event for 

Thanksgiving, and most notably 

Green Day, a day in which mem-

bers volunteer to work for a local  

park and help them maintain the 

reserve clean.  

Last year’s event focused on  

picking up garbage and helping 

eliminate invasive plant species 

from Sweetwater Preserve near  

Williston Rd. 
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SHPE members giving back to the community at last 

year’s Green Day event  



SHPE’s mentorship program has 

for years provided new students 

of the College of Engineering 

with the opportunity to jump 

start their career by exposing 

them to the experience of upper-

classmen. 

This year’s program is being led 

by Midori Maeda, a former 

mentee whose experience in the 

program led her to become Pres-

ident of SHPE for the previous 

term. 

Her leadership brought a more 

involved approach to the pro-

gram as she had experience and 

knew where and how to im-

prove.   

One of her contributions to this 

year’s program was the Reveal 

Day, an event that formally in-

troduces mentors to their respec-

tive mentees. They were 

matched based on interests and 

majors when possible. 

 

Both mentors and mentees were 

initially separated and briefed 

about their counterparts. The 

mentors video chatted with a 

former mentor, now a profes-

sional, Daniel Saenz, who gave 

tips and advice to lead the 

younger engineers. 

Both groups were then brought 

together and the pairs met each 

other for the first time.  

MentorSHPE Reveal Day 

Football Tailgates 

This year’s tailgate events have not disap-

pointed as the first two provided food and 

entertainment to several dozens of  

students.  

With upbeat Latin and popular music from 

a live DJ, the tailgate  also attracted several 

non members who were more than  

welcomed to join in the celebration previ-

ous to both the Tennessee and Arkansas 

games which took place shortly after the 

end of the events.  

While SHPE prides itself in providing 

plenty of professional opportunities in 

career advancement , it also strives to 

enhance the social life of its members. 

Working with several Hispanic socie-

ties,  SHPE organizes tailgates for the 

biggest home football games of the 

semester. This allows students to blow 

off some steam during the weekend 

and support their alma matter.  
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Mentors meet their mentees on 

Reveal Day 

“While SHPE prides itself 

in providing plenty of 

professional opportunities 

in career advancement, it 

also strives to enhance the 

social life of its members.” 

Students gather before the  

Florida vs. Arkansas game 
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Turnout at the Florida vs. Tennessee game Tailgate 



This event is hosted every  

semester and it is a casual net-

working opportunity that is  

provided to all students the day 

before the University of  

Florida’s Career Showcase. 

Featuring some of the biggest 

companies in the technical field 

of industry, BBQ with the  

Industry lets students get to 

know the recruiters in a more 

relaxed setting while catching 

lunch and possibly obtaining a 

head start in the competitive job 

hunt coming up the next day. 

This year, companies such as 

Cummins, General Electric’s 

Healthcare and Energy  

Management, Procter and Gam-

ble,  Cameron, and Intel attended 

the event and talked to Hispanic 

engineering undergrad and grad-

uate students about improving 

resume and job opportunities. 

They also gave important  

Information concerning the ap-

plication process for jobs and 

internship opportunities.  

To ensure that every attendee 

steps out of their comfort zone 

and networks with the different 

companies, students are required 

to speak to at least 5 companies 

before being able to obtain the 

complimentary meal. 

While this event is made for 

SHPE members, it is an open- 

door cookout that welcomes any 

student looking to learn more 

about the companies and  

network with the company  

recruiters. 

to be in the eyes of its members.  

One of the most popular events 

are the volleyball social. It does 

not necessarily require excessive 

physical effort and the rules are 

simple.  

There have also been kickball 

and flag football socials that 

In an effort to unwind and  

relieve some stress, the chapter 

hosts many sport gatherings 

about twice a month.  

The main goal of the events is to 

expose members to team  

activities to help build bonds as a 

family, which the chapter aims 

were held earlier in the semester, 

but as the weather starts to cool 

down, more indoors activities 

will be held to avoid any risk of 

catching colds, especially  

unfortunate as final exams   

approach. 

BBQ with the Industry 

Get in SHPE 
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A student speaking with a  

PepsiCo Inc. recruiter during 

BBQ with Industry 

The Kickball Social is one of the  

several sports socials being held by 

SHPE this year 

“The main goal of the 

events is to expose 

members to team 

activities to help build 

bonds as a family” 
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SHPE members were barely able to fit in two courts at the first volleyball social 



Possibly the biggest event for the 

chapter every year is the  

National Conference which was 

held this year in Indianapolis, 

Indiana by the Society of  

Hispanic Professional Engineers 

National Organization. This 

event allows professional and 

student engineers to meet their 

counterparts from all over the 

country and learn about industry 

while looking for internships or 

full time jobs. 

The event spans four days. The 

first two days consist mainly of 

workshops and social gatherings 

hosted by more than a hundred 

companies while the last two 

days are mainly focused in the 

career fair, which is about twice 

as big as the University of  

Florida’s Career Showcase in 

comparison.  

SHPE UF encourages every 

student to prepare for  this  

professional networking  

opportunity. Workshops are held 

on campus during the first 

months of the semester in which 

experienced engineers talk about 

their experiences and provide 

personal advice for success. 

Every year, the chapter of the 

year is selected at a gala and for 

the second year in a row, the 

University of Florida chapter has 

been selected best chapter in the 

nation for its involvement in the 

community and the amount of 

students that it brings to the con-

ference, which means more gator 

engineers are getting hired. 

2013 SHPE National Conference 
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The Career Fair at the SHPE 

National Conference 

“For the second year in 

a row the University of 

Florida chapter has been 

selected best chapter in 

the nation.” 
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SHPE UF with the 2013 Chapter of the Year Trophy 


